Solidarity
Sticker Up Feb. 26

Unions exist to raise standards for workers and make
sure we have a voice on the job and in our communities.
Corporate billionaires do not want workers to have strong
unions because they see these higher standards won by
unions as cutting into their profits. That’s why they have pushed for a Supreme Court case to try and
change the law to weaken unions, and this case, called Janus vs. AFSCME, is being heard by the
Supreme Court this year and will likely be decided in June.
Over the next months, our union will be getting organized and making sure all members know what’s
at risk if we let this attack divide us. The first action we are taking is to wear a sticker to show our
union solidarity on Monday, Feb. 26, which is the day the Supreme Court is hearing arguments
in this case. If you want to learn more about how you can help, please contact your Union Rep,
Organizer Corinne Cosentino at corinne@opeiu8.org or Membership Support Representative Nallely
Flores at nallely@opeiu8.org.
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Unions exist to raise standards for workers and make
sure we have a voice on the job and in our communities.
Corporate billionaires do not want workers to have strong
unions because they see these higher standards won by
unions as cutting into their profits. That’s why they have pushed for a Supreme Court case to try and
change the law to weaken unions, and this case, called Janus vs. AFSCME, is being heard by the
Supreme Court this year and will likely be decided in June.

Over the next months, our union will be getting organized and making sure all members know what’s
at risk if we let this attack divide us. The first action we are taking is to wear a sticker to show our
union solidarity on Monday, Feb. 26, which is the day the Supreme Court is hearing arguments
in this case. If you want to learn more about how you can help, please contact your Union Rep
Amanda Montoya at amanda@opeiu8.org, Organizer Corinne Cosentino at corinne@opeiu8.org or
Membership Support Representative Nallely Flores at nallely@opeiu8.org.
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